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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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This game is awesome. The artwork is nice, and it is a quick and easy game. The story mode takes about 30 minutes to
complete, and 2 hours to earn all the achievements. Also another pro is the game is cheap. Its prolly the most entertaining
clicker - type game ive played in a while!. to bad they cant make a puzzle pirates2 or even a dlc type pack either one will put
new life back in this great title. What a failure of a game, feels like a complete waste of money.

Trying to play on easy mode and the game still cheats like hell, the second campaign mission is literally impossible to do right
from the start and every time you start a skirmish mission the enemy will immediately pound you with artillery destroying half
of your units.

but thats wargaming for you, all their games are broken trash.. Small nice game. I had a free hour and wanted to end sth fast. I
skipped the intro and all the conversation. Cant tell anything about the plot. The puzzles are not very demanding. Or maybe I
was lucky. Played the normal mode. And it was not hard task. Except the final puzzle. Good one. Tough one. I had no time to
play any more and needed to search for hints. Now I know how to win but need to understand the rules.
Positive review - for making the puzzle with an easy solution which I could not figure out mysel (fast :). ssssssssssssssssssss.
Great entry to Roguelikes.. This DLC adds more ships to play with and they can make the game easier or harder, depends on
how good you are with that\/those ship(s)
Also, you will shout out "FUUUUUU" furiously because you will lost your progress when you died
10\/10
<Insert "Buy our game!" jokes>. I played this game for like 40 hours, its amazing. I can't say that this really adds too much to
the game, I would only grab it if it comes with the game.
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There are a couple minor issues I have with it but overall I definitely feel I've gotten $9 worth of play out of it even just so far ;)
and I'm not done.. p good but needs more content. Seru banget ni game. Pretty unenjoyable. This is when FNAF started to get a
little ridiculous in my opinion. The games after this one just kinda tanked. 1\/10. Great workout game, great music. Gets really
intense as you start getting better at it.

The main thing missing is leaderboards.. One of the best war strategy games that has a great deal of focus on realism over the
otehr arcadey stuff. Tough to get into. I myself played it and abandoned it lots of times (been playing a non steam version for
the past 3 years). Howver, the developers dont really support the old games when the new AGEOD titles come out. Thus, dont
expect paradox\/taleworlds kind of mod support or dev support. This is the only dissapointement. THe developers actually make
no attempts to make it more enjoyable for th community. They probably believe that people who're hooked into strategy
wargaming to this level of realism (I havent found anything more "real" till date) have no option but to eat out of their hands..
Cool hallway game :). I took a risk on this since it looked interest, but unfortunately it did not live up to what i hoped for. It is
basically a point and click adventure where you have to mostly guess the answers or items to use.

It was interesting, but I quit after I got tired of looking at Walkthroughs each time I got stuck. The answers and locations of
items were not logical, so I moved onto another game after 4 hours of playing.. Just another Bejeweled with a poor 3D VR
experience, my webcam doesn't suck, it sucks.. Simple fun time waster with easy achievements classic arcade style. . While
many think this game should be free, I think it's worth two quarters if not four. If you can spend a buck on the claw machine or
a taco, spend .50 on this and enjoy it more, it last longer!
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